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The Philippines Statistics Authority - Albay conducted its 2nd lnfographics Making
Contest on February 16,2024, at the PSO Albay Conference Room, G/F PSA Building, Rawis
Legazpi City. This event served as a platform for showcasing the creativity and innovative
thinking skills of senior hagh school students in the province of Albay.

The competition was participated by the first ten ('10) qualafied students who
successfully registered through the online registration form posted on PSA Albay's otficial
Facebook page. Additionally, invitation letters were distributed to different schools in Albay.

The primary objeolive of the competition was to provide an opportunity for senior high
school students within the province of Albay to exhibit their skills in crafting visually engaging
and informative infographics. The infographics interpreted and visualized the data provided to
the contestants, demonstrating not only their artistic abilities but also their understanding of
important statistical information. The main topic of the data given were about monthly vital
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PSA Albay conducts lnfographics Making Contest
in celebration of 34s Civil Registration Month
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events, particularly birth, marriage, and death from January to August 2023, collating it with the
theme for the 34th Civil Registration Month - "CRVS: The Future of Seamress Servrbe. " As
part of the guidelines, any device or software could be used during the competition. Despite
being given only two (2) hours to complete their infographics, all contestants managed to finish
their work accurately and creatavely within the limited time frame.

As a result of the contest, the winners are as follows: 1st place - Mr. Kerstan Rhys L.
Pasadilla from Legazpi City Science High School, 2nd place - Ms. Glaiza M. Barcela from
Legazpi City National High School, and 3rd place - Ms. Leann Hershey A. Secillano from Oro
Site High School. The winners received certificates of appreciation and token in recognition of
their outstanding achievements. Other participating schools are Ligao National High School,
Banquerohan National High School, Malabog National High School, Daniel B. Pena Memorial
College Foundation, lnc., Oas Polytechnic School, Cabangan High School, and Marcial O.
Ranola Memorial School.

PSA Albay extends its sincere appreciation to all the contestants and their coaches
who contributed to the success of the lnfographics Making Contest. Congratulations are also
extended to all the winners and participants for their remarkable contributions to the contest.
Their dedication and talent are truly commendable, and it is believed that they will continue to
excel in their creative endeavors and participate again in future activities of PSA Albay.
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The panel of judges for the contest comprised the chaarman, Cecil G. Brondial, CSS of
PSA Albay, along with members Mary Grace Nuada, Statisticaan I of PPDO Albay, and Ana G.
Bajamundi, SrSS of PSA RSSO V. Following careful deliberation by this panel of experts in
design and statistics, winners were selected based on criteria including creativity, clarity of
presentation, relevance of content, and technical execution.
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